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Spectrum auctions

The question of how best to allocate bandwidth dates back 100
years.
Since the 1990s, auctions have become the standard way to
allocate bandwidth.

Specificities:
• The bidders discover their own valuations’ functions.
• Valuation functions admit complementarities.

Two main auctions used worldwide:
• The SMRA (Simultaneous Multi-Round Auction).
• The CCA (Combinatorial Clock Auction).
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Clock Auctions

Clock auctions: the prices are initially set to zero

and, periods after
periods, prices are updated.

At t = 0, the price of every item is 0.

While all the bids are not “somehow” disjoint:
Each bidder bids on her favorite set.
If an item is in several bids, its price increases.

Return the “best possible” allocation.

Favorite set: set S maximizing value of S minus price of S
(where the price of S is the sum of the prices of items in S).
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CCA

What is a possible allocation?

Step 1: Put all the bids of all the bidders
made during all the auction in an enveloppe.

Step 2: Each bidder is allocated a set of
items corresponding to exactly one of her
bids (or no items).
Bidders must receive pairwise disjoint sets.

Step 3: If bidder i is allocated the set S she
bids on at round t, she pays pt(S).

Amongst all the possible allocations, the best possible allocation is
an allocation maximizing the revenue of the auctionneer.
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SMRA and CCA

Item vs package bidding:

• Package bidding in the CCA: all or nothing bid at price p(S).
⇒ The bidder receives either all or none of the items.

• Item bidding in the SMRA: a bid for S at price p(S) is the
union of single item bids for s at price p(s) for s ∈ S .
⇒ The bidder can be allocated a subset of her bid.

Advantage of package bidding:
No exposure problem ⇒ the allocation is individually rational.

Drawback:
No market clearing ⇒ usually market clearing helps for finding
guarantees.
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Existing results

For the SMRA:

• Gross substitutes and truthful bidding ⇒
Walrasian equilibrium [Milgrom ’00].

• Submodular valuation functions and truthful
bidding ⇒ half of the optimal welfare [Fu,
Kleinberg, Lavi ’12].

• α-near submodular valuation functions and
truthful bidding ⇒ 1

α+1 -fraction of the optimal
welfare [B., Cai, Vetta ’15].

For the CCA?
Nothing is known !

GS

Subm.

General
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Our result

In a k-demand auction with truthful bidding, the welfare alloca-
tion of the CCA is at least

Ω(
OPT

k2 log n · log2 m
)

where n is the number of bidders and m the number of items

if the stopping rule and price increments are well chosen.

Theorem (B., Cai, Hunkenschröder, Vetta)
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Stopping rule

At t = 0, the price of every item is 0.
While all the bids are not disjoint:

Each bidder bids on her favorite set.
If an item is in several bids, its price in-

creases.
Return the best possible allocation.

With this rule, the welfare can be arbitrarily bad.

Round 3

3 3 3
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Second phase
Unfortunately, current implementations of the CCA do exactly this.

To attempt to fix this problem they add:

• A second bid phase...

• ... With a little VCG pricing to encourage truthfulness...

• ... Mixed in with some core pricing to discourage collusion...

• ... Plus a touch more Bidding Rules to add synchronicity with
the clock phase.

Consequence: hard to understand why it works and to convince
bidders that the auction is strategy-proof.
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Porter stopping rule

The auctions stops if bids are disjoint and they are not in conflict
with the best possible allocation.

Porter rule

Round 3

3 3 3

Round 4

4 4 4

Best allocation

3 3 3

Round 5

5 5 4
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Price increments
Our model: proportional to the demand.

In a k-demand auction with truthful bidding, the welfare alloca-
tion of the CCA is at least

Ω(
OPT

k2 log n · log2 m
)

if the Porter’s stopping rule and price increments proportional to
the demand.

Theorem (B., Cai, Hunkenschröder, Vetta)

“ Among all design decisions that need to be made prior to the
auction [the choice of price increments] is considered relatively
unimportant and is often overlooked by the design team.”

Ausubel and Baranov (2014)
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Proof sketch
We take all the bids made by all the bidders during the auction.

Let v be a (well-chosen) threshold. We consider the following
greedy allocation •:

As long as there remains a bid of price ≥ v
Let (i ,Si ) of maximum price pi .
Add i to • and allocate Si to her.
Delete all the bids intersecting Si and bidder i .

The • bidders are (i) not in • and (ii) have welfare � v in the
optimal allocation.

The welfare of the • allocation satisfies the conclusion
Or number of • bidders � number of • bidders.

Lemma

Assume by contradiction that the first point does not hold.
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Decrease the utility of • bidders

Bidders Items
bidders with high welfare
in the greedy solution.

bidders with high welfare in OPT
but ≤ v in Greedy

We can show that u(•) is ≤ v at the end of the auction.
⇒ Price increments above v are due to • bidders.
⇒ Many periods are needed to decrease by an ε-fraction u(•).
... and it holds for all the • bidders.
⇒ Many, many periods (say T+1) are needed to decrease by an
ε-fraction the utility of an ε′-fraction of the • bidders.
⇒ After T-periods, a (1− ε′) fraction of • bidders still have utility
≥ (1− ε) · w(•): the • bidders.
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On what sets • bidders are bidding on?
Bidders Items

bidders with high welfare
in the greedy solution.

bidders with high welfare in OPT
but ≤ v in Greedy

bidders of
after T periods

with high utility

So during at least T periods, bids of • have utility ≥ (1− ε)w(•).
And the total number of bids of • bidders is � OPT .

Few bids intersect •, otherwise the • allocation has high welfare.
⇒ Almost all the bids are in the complement of •.
No • bid contains an item of price at least v:
⇒ Each • bidder bids on a lot of disjoint bundles of utility at least
(1− ε) · u(•) before period T .
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Decrease the utility of • bidders
Bidders Items

bidders with high welfare
in the greedy solution.

bidders with high welfare in OPT
but ≤ v in Greedy

bidders of
after T periods

with high utility

We essentially repeat the same process...

⇒ Price increments between v and ε · w(•) on ON ANY SET on
which • bids on before period T are due to • bidders.
We need T ′ � T periods to decrease by 2ε · u(•) the utility of an
ε′-fraction of • bidders.
And we repeat the process

...

.
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Conclusion step
Bidders Items

bidders with high welfare
in the greedy solution.

bidders with high welfare in OPT
but ≤ v in Greedy

bidders of
after T periods

with high utility

We repeat this operation. At each step:

• The number of bidders decreases.
• The number of items increases.

We can show that if ε, ε′, v ...etc.. are well-chosen, the number of
items must be larger than m before the number of bidders reach 0:
a contradiction.
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Questions

• Understand the impact of activity rules for the welfare of the
CCA.

• Price of Anarchy of the SMRA / the CCA ?

Thanks for your attention !
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